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domains. For example, the taxonomy (is-a) or
meronomy (part-of) relationships are common in
almost all ontologies. By and large, we can classify
relationship types of ontologies into two categories: 1.
structural relationships, and 2. operational
relationships.
Structural relationships, which are of a rather static
nature, incorporate those relationships such as “is-a” or
“part-of” which represent constant and necessary
structural links between the entities of a domain. Most
ontologies incorporate this type of relationship
between finite entities of a given domain. In contrast,
operational relationships tap into the dynamic
interactions between objects and the influence that
different entities have on each other be it in the form of
causation, change, regulation, or various types of
mediation.
The structural type of relationship is more
concerned with the classification or categorization of
entities. Examples of such a relationship type can be
found in chemistry where elements are classified
according to certain categories. The operational
relationship type, however, represents scientific laws
by linking different entities in such a way that the
discovered influences of one entity on another can be
identified.
As the nature of entities and their corresponding
concepts become more abstract and elusive, the
complexity and ambiguity of their relationships
increase. Therefore, it is easier to define a causal
relationship between, for example, two physical
entities such as force and pressure than between two
psychological concepts such as stress and emotional
memory.
The complexity of the establishment of an
operational (and even structural) relationship between
two such entities is due to the intuitive, ambiguous,
and multi-dimensional nature of psychological
concepts, as well as the existence of different
definitions,
worldviews,
and
methodological
approaches [2] for their examination.

Abstract
This paper presents a proposal for the development
of an ontology evolution strategy which refines
ontological relations in scientific ontologies.
In addition to experts’ consensus, it is desirable to
define ontological relations between any two concepts
in a scientific ontology based on scientific evidence. To
address this issue, we can relate ontological relations
to different research results obtained from various
studies. To implement this solution, our envisaged
evidence/discovery-based methodology integrates a
higher-level ontology (systematic review ontology) into
a systematic review agent which employs a Fuzzy
Inference System in order to automatically modify
ontological relations of a domain ontology based on
the evidence received from information resources. The
evidence/discovery-based methodology will further use
the domain ontology to discover novel connections
between distinct literatures, thereby, enrich its
conceptualization.

1. The significance of having evidencebased ontological relationships and the
importance of undiscovered literature
connections
Ontology is a branch of knowledge engineering the
aim of which is to supply shared, formal, and explicit
descriptions,
definitions,
classification,
and
organization for concepts and their relationships in a
domain of knowledge [1]. Such combinations of
concepts and their relationships constitute the
foundation of theories in every domain.
Concepts in every domain represent the entities that
experts in that domain deal with; and relationships link
those entities together in a meaningful way. Although
various domains encompass different types of concepts
with a wide range of features and characteristics, the
kinds of links (i.e., relationships) between those
concepts have extensive commonalities across different
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Although it has been emphasized that ontology is a
consensual knowledge framework [3], in the realm of
science, however, it is desirable that ontology
concepts, in addition to being consensual, also
correspond to reality, and ontology relations represent
real, physical relations in nature. According to this
view, high-quality ontologies are illustrations of reality
and incorporate universals that exist in the real world
of space and time [4]. The incorporation of such
concepts and their relationships in an ontological
framework, however, needs preparation and inclusion
of correct and evidence-based facts extracted from
research literatures.
Our experience in the conceptualization of Human
Stress Ontology (HSO) [5] brought to our attention the
complexity and difficulty of defining relationships,
particularly the operational ones, between various
concepts in the human stress domain. Overall, different
ontologies describe their relationships through the
consensus of domain experts (e.g. in case of businessrelated ontologies) and/or by reference to the scientific
facts (e.g. in case of biomedical ontologies). In the
field of business, for example, experts can come to
agreement that within the ontology X, “manager” and
“company” are linked together via the relation
“manages” (i.e. manager manages company).
However, the defining of an operational relationship
(e.g. regulates) in biomedical ontologies such as Gene
Ontology (GO) [6] is supposed to be based on already
existing scientific facts. For example, a statement such
as “cell cycle checkpoint regulates cell cycle” in GO
implies the constancy and necessity of the regulation of
the cell cycle by the cell cycle checkpoint (i.e.
checkpoint necessarily regulates cell cycle) [6]. Here,
mere reference to consensus cannot bear much
meaning as scientific laws have not been established
through consensus.
Of greater concern is the defining of operational
relationships between two stress-related concepts
since, compared to Genetics, there are less certain or
established facts or scientific laws in domains such as
human stress. For example, a statement such as “stress
response reduces Gonadotropin secretion” when
represented in the HSO cannot be considered as a
certain or necessary relationship.
Another problem regarding the expression of
ontological relationships relates to the alteration or
evolution of such relationships as a result of the
changes occurring in a domain of interest. Such
alterations in business-related ontologies might arise
from changes in the goals and needs of stakeholders or
the occurrence of conflicts in their perspectives.
Different ontology refinement and evolution strategies,
which are mainly based on consensus between
ontology users, have been designed to resolve such

conflicting situations in business fields [7]. Such
methods are more concerned with the changes which
might occur in the definition of various concepts and
entities across different enterprises. For example, [8] in
their attempt to address the issue of ontology
integration, re-verification, and maintenance have
introduced a formal articulation algorithm the aim of
which is to discover various links between different
evolving ontologies. In a previous attempt to resolve
the context-induced inconsistencies and contradictions
which might take place in a knowledge base, CYC [9]
proposes the notion of microtheories. The multitude of
common sense assertions (microtheories) in CYC
allow the knowledge base or system builder to make
other assertions about every context-dependent
assumption, resolving their possible contradictory
implications in different contexts. It is suggested,
however, that this assertion-making strategy be
implemented using argumentation reasoning.
Despite such efforts to solve the inconsistency and
context-dependency issues of ontologies, to our
knowledge, there is no ontology evolution
methodology for addressing the ongoing change of
relationships between concepts in scientific ontologies
such as biomedical ontologies in a systematic
evidence-based manner. In order to design acceptable,
reliable, and effective ontologies for scientific
domains, we need to define evidence-based (not
merely consensual) relationships between concepts
with the capability to change and evolve in response to
new incoming research results and contributions.
The issue of undiscovered connections in the
scientific literature [10] is another important issue
which, we propose, can be integrated with the topic of
ontology relationships. Undiscovered connections are
those implicit and plausible linkages which might exist
between disjoint fragments of various research works.
Such linkages are being studied systematically by
methods developed mainly in the field of Literature
Based Discovery (LBD) [10]. Integration of LBD into
the ontology evolution process, particularly in
scientific ontologies, can enhance the number of
ontology concepts, discover novel relationships
between ontology concepts, and improve the
comprehensiveness of the ontology framework. In
response to these needs, we envisage the establishment
of
an
ontology
evolution
methodology,
Evidence/Discovery-Based
Evolving
Ontology
(EDBEO), on the basis of which researchers can define
evidence-based relationships as well as discover new
relationships between different concepts in an
ontology. To deal with such issues, we incorporate
methods of systematic review as effective strategies to
find provable evidences for ontology relationships, and
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LBD techniques to discover new relationships and
connections between ontology concepts.

dispersed literatures [14]. A typical example of a LBD
process is as follows:
The results of one experiment published in a paper
indicate that A affects B. Another research report
which may be published in a different journal states
that B affects C. As the reader can deduce, a logical
inference extracted from these two statements can
assert that A affects C; however, the two mentioned
research works may be unaware of this connection
until we manage to link their results together and
discover such a connection. The discovered connection
can later be tested to see whether in reality there exists
such a relation between A and C.
One basic problem in the process of LBD is that, in
actual fact, there might exist an infinite number of such
possible relations between numerous concepts across
various literatures. Given that only a finite number of
such connections can be plausible, novel, and testable,
several LBD methods and tools have been created to
limit the number of these intermediate concepts (say B
concepts) and draw relevant and reasonable hypotheses
[14].
For example, [15] utilizes metadata section of the
Medline database, i.e. Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) [16] (instead of extraction from title, abstract,
or text bodies) to pull out and rank important concepts
in the process of finding intermediate concepts.

2. Systematic Review
The importance of evidence-based theories in
different areas of science, particularly medicine, has
been highlighted in methodological studies of
systematic review and meta-analysis. A systematic
review can be defined as a succinct summary of the
best existing evidence for a certain research issue such
as a clinical question. It utilizes explicit methods to
identify, combine, and examine high quality evidences
from relevant studies in order to determine “the whole
truth” [11] and augment, in a scientific way, the
validity of assertions made in a domain. As science is a
collaborative and cumulative process, dispersed parts
of this process can be combined through the systematic
review [12]. Furthermore, a systematic review
considers contradictory results of isolated studies of a
specific topic as positive and negative particulars of a
probabilistic distribution of results, rather than
contradictions [13].
In a simple synthesis systematic review, the
researcher uses an election mode or voting method to
investigate each study individually and counts the
results or votes with respect to the target question. For
example, the researcher may learn that among 50
elected studies, 30 studies demonstrate positive results,
15 display negative results and the rest of 5 point to no
significant results [12].

4. A methodology for evidence/discoverybased evolving ontology (EDBEO)
The proposed EDBEO methodology is an ontology
evolution strategy which aims to address two
relationship issues in a scientific ontology: 1) the
evidentiality of existing relationships between
represented concepts in an ontology; and 2) the
discovery of new relationships and concepts for the
enrichment of that ontology. To address these issues,
EDBEO methodology will incorporate two major
components: 1) an Automated Systematic Review Agent
(ASRA); and 2) an ontology-based literature discovery
framework.

3. Literature Based Discovery
Literature Based Discovery (LBD) is the process of
searching for significant, complementary, implicit, and
hidden relationships among information contained in
disjoint published literatures in order to discover new
knowledge [10]. LBD was introduced as a strategy to
deal with the fragmentation and overspecialization of a
huge array of information embedded in a broad range
of information resources. This fragmentation has
caused scientists to communicate within the restricted
space of their own fragment without having much
communication with other related domain communities
[10]. As a result, researchers may fail to stay aware of
important results published in other related fields
which may have significant implications for their own
work. As current literature searching strategies through
the use of regular search engines are not capable of
identifying such important links between discoveries of
various research works, LBD was suggested as a
practical strategy to discover implicit, novel, and
unpublished connections between concepts of

4.1. Automated Systematic Review Agent
The first stage in every systematic review is to
explicitly and precisely formulate the core research
question and define its elements. It has been
emphasised that the research question in a systematic
review is a multidimensional conceptual structure to
which other phases of the systematic review procedure
must conform [12]. In order to formulate a consistent
and consensual conceptual structure and, consequently,
gain germane and comparable results, [12] suggest that
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having a shared formalized vocabulary of relevant
concepts in the form of a scientific research ontology
can be effective and helpful. With respect to the
formulation of the core research question in a
systematic review process, the scientific research
ontology can serve to provide terminological
homogeneity for concepts used by different
investigators and, in turn, make the retrieved
information consistent with the consequent results.
Moreover, it can improve information extraction tools
by facilitating the identification, extraction, and
association of related terms in a scientific text [12].
In contrast to [12] which used ontology as a
facilitating tool for the conduction of systematic
review, our proposed Automated Systematic Review
Agent (ASRA) implements systematic review as a
basis for the refinement of ontology relationships.
ASRA uses two distinct ontologies in order to
establish evidence-based relationships between
ontology concepts. The first ontology is the Domain
Ontology (DO) for which concepts we aim to establish
evolving evidential relationships. The second ontology
is a higher-level ontology, called the Systematic
Review Ontology (SRO), which can be similar to the
abovementioned scientific research ontology designed
by [12].
Based on the DO concepts, knowledge from
scientific research ontologies (and/or libraries), and a
survey of article result and conclusion sections, the
researcher first builds the SRO. This higher-level
ontology encompasses those terms (e.g. verbs)
appearing in scientific literatures which indicate the
relationship between two specific concepts with
respect to the research results. A survey of scientific
article conclusions or abstracts reveals that most of
them contain statements about the relation between two
concepts for which the research has obtained some
results. For example, the conclusion section of study X
states that “stress response reduces Gonadotropin
secretion”. The SRO repository contains a rich
terminology of specific nouns and phrases such as
“stress response”, and “Gonadotropin secretion” as
well as specific verbs such as “reduce”. The specific
nouns, in fact, represent those professional concepts
between which a scientific theory (contained in
relevant articles) aims to prove a connection. The SRO
also incorporates various synonyms and different
spellings of these key concepts in its repository. For
example, for the verb “reduce” there will come all its
synonyms e.g. “decrease”, “diminish”, or “lessen”
which are usually used by researchers to state the result
of their studies. Establishment and specification of
such synonyms can be based on linguistic guidelines
and critical thinking. Using annotation tools, the
ASRA uses the SRO to identify, retrieve, and import

such key terminologies to a separate database. Such
specialized terminologies in the SRO can also be used
for the selection of relevant articles as not every article
contains recognizable statements about the proved or
disproved connections between two concepts in the
form of a scientific theory.
In the next stage, the ASRA implements the
retrieved theories (statements such as X influences Y)
of article conclusions to refine the ontology
relationships of the domain ontology (DO). ASRA
implements the voting method applied in a simple
synthesis systematic review. The ASRA repository,
which combines all theoretical statements indicating
negative or positive connections between two concepts,
then undergoes a statistical analysis to calculate the
percentage of statements which have reported negative
or positive connections between two given concepts.
The link between the evidence gained from the SRO
and the change of relation in the DO can be established
in an automated way such that the more evidence
(higher percentage of positive correlations) is received
from the SRO, the more a relevant ontology relation in
the DO will change toward a positive indication. For
example, the more supporting evidence is received
about the existence of a positive relation (e.g. increase)
between two concepts (e.g. stress response and
Gonadotropin secretion), the stronger (more proving or
certain) the ontology relationship between those
concepts becomes in the DO. In this way, for example,
the existing “is likely to increase” relationship between
two DO concepts (e.g. stress response is likely to
increase Gonadotropin secretion) can be turned to “is
highly likely to increase” relationship (i.e. stress
response is highly likely to increase Gonadotropin
secretion) when a significant percentage of proving
evidence is received from the SRO.
An effective way to modulate such ontology
relationships is to consider them as fuzzy variables
which can take various linguistic values. For example,
“increases” can take different values of “is likely to”,
“is highly likely to”, “is less likely to”, “does not”, etc
according to the percentage of supporting evidence
being stored and accumulated in the SRO. In this
manner, the ASRA might keep giving weights to the
relationship “is less likely to increase” (e.g. “is likely to
increase”,) until it gets to the point where, with
sufficient confidence, it can be asserted that a “is
highly likely to increase” relationship exists between
the two concepts. In contrast, the incoming disproving
research results can continuously decrease the value of
“is less likely to increase” until it gets to the “does not
increase” point.
To achieve this goal in an automatic and consistent
manner, we implement Fuzzy Inference System [17]
based on Fuzzy Logic [18]. Fuzzy logic enables one to
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reason with natural language variables which lack
finite and distinguishing boundaries in the experience
of everyday life. It provides an effective method for
dealing with infinite values such as “very” or “almost”
to which computation the conventional two-valued (0
and 1) Boolean logic cannot be applied.
Fuzzy inference systems are composed of different
stages of fuzzification of input data, application of
fuzzy rules, and defuzzification of output results. In the
fuzzification stage, crisp values are transformed into
grades of membership. Fuzzy rules are conditional
statements which appear in the form of “IF x is A:
THEN y is B”. The first part of the fuzzy rule (i.e. IF x
is A) is called the antecedent. Respectively the second
part of the fuzzy rule (i.e. THEN y is B) is denoted as
the consequent. At the defuzzification stage, the fuzzy
outcomes of each variable will be turned into a single
number which is quantifiable for decision making
purposes. We explain this process using our previous
example (stress response increases Gonadotropin
secretion).
The antecedent (input) part of the fuzzy rules for
each ontology statement is composed of two parts:
1. Type of Research Results (TRR) of the SRO
which might be in the form of verifying, disproving, or
neutral statements such as “stress response increased
Gonadotropin secretion”, “stress response decreased
Gonadotropin secretion” or “stress response had no
significant association with Gonadotropin secretion”.
The system reduces all such statements to three general
categories of positive conclusion (+ve), neutral
conclusion (NEU), and negative conclusion (!ve). A
positive conclusion represents the likelihood of an
affirmative relationship being present; whereas, a
negative conclusion represents the likelihood of a
disproving relationship being present between the two
concepts. Neutral conclusion is used to represent the
likelihood of no significant relationship existing
between the two concepts;
2. The second part of the input gives an account of
the level of severity of the TRR (Type of Research
Results) which shows the level of proof (LOP)
obtained from the considered articles. The LOP is
represented by a trapezoidal function that has three
fuzzy sets: Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H). The
membership function of each fuzzy set is defined as:
Low (LOP)

= 1 (if 0 < x < 20);

Medium (LOP)

The output (consequent) of the fuzzy rules is one of
the four linguistic values of: does not, is less likely to,
is likely to, and is highly likely to. Depending on the
values of the TRR and LOP of the input, the ontology
relation variable (e.g. increases) takes one of these
output linguistic values.
The fuzzy rules are in the following form:
IF TRR = +ve and LOP= L THEN Output = is likely to
IF TRR = +ve and LOP= M THEN Output = is likely to
IF TRR= +ve and LOP= H THEN Output = is highly likely to
IF TRR = NEU and LOP= L THEN Output = is less likely to
If TRR = NEU and LOP= M THEN Output = is less likely to
IF TRR = NEU and LOP= H THEN Output = is less likely to
IF TRR = -ve and LOP= L THEN Output = is likely to
IF TRR = -ve and LOP= M THEN Output = is less likely to
IF TRR = -ve and LOP= H THEN Output = does not

At the defuzzification stage, the output of fuzzy
rules will be achieved by the process of centroid
defuzzification. In the following example, we
demonstrate how the fuzzy system works to modulate
the ontology relation of increases between two
concepts of stress response and Gonadotropin
secretion based on receiving evidence from literature
results.
In the first stage, the agent specifies each type of
research results (TRR) in specified article conclusions
or abstract sections and calculate their percentage
(LOP) of appearing in a given set. The result of such
calculation is used to fuzzify the antecedent inputs.
Then, depending on the obtained value of each input,
the output value is determined according to the fuzzy
rules. For example, if the system identifies that the
percentage of verifying or positive TRR ranges
between 55-90% of all the SRO statements (including
verifying, disproving, and neutral), then the system
output will be is highly likely to. In other words, if at
least 55% of the TRR belongs to the Positive
conclusion (+ve) category, then the is likely to increase
relation between the two concepts will be changed to is
highly likely to increase, i.e. “Stress Response is highly
likely to increase Gonadotropin secretion”.
The verifying, disproving, or neutral statements of
the TRRs may appear in different linguistic forms.
Therefore, the system should employ logical operators
of OR, AND (maximum, minimum) in order to reduce
different statements of the same type to a predefined
category of the TRR. For example, we may have the
following calculation for the positive conclusion (+ve)
category of the TRR:
IF “stress response escalated Gonadotropin
secretion” OR “stress response rises Gonadotropin
secretion” OR “stress response has positive
association with Gonadotropin secretion” OR “stress
response predicted Gonadotropin secretion” THEN

(if 21 < x < 30); 0 (if 31 < x < 100)

= 0 (if 0 < x < 20);

(if 21 < x < 30); 1 (if 30 < x < 55);

(if 56 < x < 70); 0 (if 71 < x < 100)
High (LOP)

= 0 (if 0 < x < 55);

(if 56 < x < 70); 1 (if 70 < x < 100)
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“Stress Response is highly likely to increase
Gonadotropin secretion”.
In the above example, the LOP (level of proof) of
55-90% is the Union (!) of the LOP of these verifying
statements: escalated, rises, has positive association
with, and predicted.
Notice that the statements after THEN are the
ontology statements in the DO which are aimed to be
modified according to the evidence they receive.
Despite the simplicity of the voting approach in a
systematic review, it has been suggested that it can
hardly be a reliable method, as further examination of
various studies may reveal that there have existed
diverse degrees of contrast or variations in the study
subjects (e.g. various age or sex groups), different
adopted research methods, or in general, various
contexts for different studies. This makes it difficult to
compare results of selected studies through a simple
voting method [19].
One of the most common methods used in a
systematic review is meta-analysis. As a quantitative
research analysis, meta-analysis uses a host of
statistical methods to combine the empirical results of
various studies, which have used a multitude of data
sets and methods, in order to provide more insight and
stronger explanatory power for individual studies,
evaluate conflicting scientific evidences of various
results, and clarify controversies [19]. In a metaanalysis procedure, each original individual study is
considered to be part of a larger study. Data from each
single study is amalgamated to produce one single and
final result, thereby summarizing the evidence as a
whole and producing valid generalizations [12].
The incorporation of an automated meta-analysis
agent into the EDBEO methodology is not practical as
the meta-analysis process requires access to all
collected data, implemented methods, and different
aspects of the context in which each relevant study has
been carried out. Retrieval of such complicated
information requires too much time and manual work.
However, it is possible to implement such an ambition
provided all researchers begin to store their obtained
data and other information relevant to their studies in a
specific database where various data and information
about research results can be stored, encoded,
annotated, and subject to knowledge engineering
technologies. In this way, we will be able to have a
special data repository to which a meta-analysis agent
can have access so that it can encode, classify, and
analyse the results of various studies, and thereby,
produce statistically meaningful conclusions as to the
evidentiality of a certain ontology relationship between
two concepts. Such conclusions can then be applied to
the ontology relationships of a domain ontology as
described in the previous section.

Results of a multitude of studies may point to the
existence of correlation between different concepts.
However, there is not much consensus, common
definitions, or indices for the meaning and context of
those concepts. The proposed meta-analysis agent can
encode the results of various studies according to the
predefined definitions and contexts of each study. The
system can ask the researcher to ensure his concepts
match the definition of predefined concepts of the
domain ontology. However, if an introduced concept is
completely or relatively new to the ontology, the agent
will add that concept with its relevant context to the
ontology. In this way, other researchers will be able to
learn about newly-arrived concepts and novel
phenomena in their domain of interest, start their own
investigation of those concepts, and add their results to
the system.
Systematic
Review
Ontology
(SRO)

Fuzzy Inference System
in Automated Systematic
Review Agent (ASRA)

Information
Resources
Relation
Concept A

Concept B

Domain Ontology (DO)

Figure 1. A schematic view of EDBEO methodology

4.2. Ontology-based
framework

literature

discovery

The second component of the EDBEO is a literaturebased discovery framework which uses the concepts in
the domain ontology in order to discover new
connections between domain concepts in the literature.
Similar to [15] method of utilizing MeSh terms for the
extraction and ranking of interesting concepts, our
approach uses the domain ontology to facilitate the
process of finding intermediate concepts in the
literature. The discovered concepts and connections,
will then be added to the domain ontology to enrich its
conceptual specification of the domain as well as
promote its comprehensiveness and incorporate new
discoveries. The new added discoveries, which are
represented as new concept-relationship-concept
combinations, will be further linked to the ASRA
framework to undergo the relationship refinement
process.
In a related work, [20] applied ontology matching
techniques to perform the process of concept discovery
for the enrichment of the domain ontology.
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